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NURTURING YOUR AWARENESS OF YOUR AUTHENTIC SELF:  
Clarity, joy, and freedom through letting go of clutter 

“Simplify your life.  You do not need all the clutter you are holding on to.  Get rid of it now because it is 
stealing your energy.  The clutter in your life takes energy to maintain.  Start with the smallest things. 

Clear away a little and you'll be amazed at the vast amounts of energy it releases inside of you. 
Incomplete things also tie up energy.  Look at all your unread books, and declare them complete.  Guilt -- 

let go of it, right now.  Keep around you only the things that give you energy.” 
◆ John-Roger

Spiritual Warrior: The Art of Spiritual Living 

If the purpose of life is to grow in Wisdom and deepen in Loving—to become more Awake and 
Alive in our Essential Loving Nature and to experience ourselves as a Co-Creator with God—
what is one simple thing that each of us can choose to do that is transformational on the Goal 
Line and thereby elevating on the Soul Line?  Choosing to declutter your home turns out to 
simultaneously be a vehicle for decluttering your consciousness.  Many years ago, I (Mary) was 
awakened at 3:30 a.m. with a strong guidance to go downstairs and remove no-longer-needed 
items from a large five-drawer lateral file cabinet.  I answered the call.  Hours later when Ron 
came downstairs, I had removed more than 40 lbs. of no-longer-needed paper from the cabinet. 
The by-products of this action not only lightened the load physically but I also experienced a 
lightening and reordering within my consciousness.  It was like releasing inner material that I 
had no conscious awareness of and yet somehow it magically occurred through the process of 
letting go of no longer needed paper. 

The intention of the LM&SCL II Program is a transformed consciousness and a transformed life. 
We work with many processes designed to Cleanse the Lens of Your Perception.  We also support 
you in identifying, visioning, designing, and manifesting your Sacred Yes Project, a Project that 
has Heart, Meaning, and Purpose for you.  Clutter-clearing can be considered a very simple yet 
powerful way to energize the manifestation of your Sacred Yes Project and cleanse your lens.   

Ultimately, the practice of clutter-clearing can be considered a radical approach to nurturing 
yourself and your well-being on all levels. 

1. Center yourself in your Authentic Self.  Invoke your Inner Counselor.

2. Always be Aware that you are talking with another LOVING ESSENCE calmly
experiencing everything their personality or ego is going through regardless of their
current thoughts, feelings, or behaviors.  Consciously look for that LOVING
ESSENCE for it is ALWAYS PRESENT.

3. Remember, the person before you has all the inner resources necessary to effectively
respond to their situation.
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4. Invite your partner to identify an area of opportunity for releasing no longer needed
items in service to experiencing greater Clarity, Joy, and Freedom.

5. If your partner is experiencing any reluctance or resistance to this opportunity,
encourage them to give their resistance a voice, remembering resistance to surrendering
and letting go is actually resistance to moving to the next level.

6. Encourage your partner to explore what the payoff or secondary gain/benefit they
receive through maintaining the current condition.  If so, explore with your partner their
willingness to release any attachment to this secondary gain/benefit.

7. Encourage your partner in acknowledging and identifying any judgments they have
about themself and/or past choices, or a pattern in consciousness that has contributed to
clutter or incomplete cycles of action.  And when your partner is ready, invite them to
move into Compassionate Self-Forgiveness.  Consider for a moment that judgments are a
form of inner clutter and Compassionate Self-Forgiveness is the Cosmic Delete Button.

8. Invite your partner to explore what benefits they perceive they can derive from
accepting and cooperating with the opportunity for releasing no longer needed items—
for clearing clutter from their living space and consciousness.

9. Invite your partner to consider how they can approach clearing the clutter in a way that
can be fun and freeing.  Remember, the intention is to keep only that which is in
resonance with your experience of inner Joy and Freedom.
Examples:

• Inviting a friend to keep you company
• Playing uplifting music
• Committing to 15–30 minutes twice a week
• Building in some type of reward
• Engaging in Positive Self-Talk and Prizing as you engage in clearing clutter

10. If your partner is ready to make a commitment, support and encourage them in
clarifying it.

11. Prize and encourage your partner for their willingness to honestly consider the
opportunity to experience greater clarity, joy, and freedom through letting go of clutter.

Tried and True Tips for Clutter-Clearing: 

1. We recommend you begin the process by lighting a candle (if it’s safe to do so in your
space) and calling in the Light, asking for Spirit’s assistance, guidance, and support in
releasing anything that is no longer useful or needed for the Highest Good of all concerned.

2. If you find yourself hesitating with an item, we encourage you to ask, “Does it bring me Joy?”

3. Throughout the process, we encourage you to drink water and wash your hands regularly.

4. Release or rehome the items as soon as possible.  When you are complete, you may want
to take a shower, change your clothes completely, and take a walk to clear the energy.

“My criterion for keeping an item is that you should feel a thrill of joy when you touch it.” 

“Now imagine yourself living in a space that contains only things that spark joy. 
Isn’t this the lifestyle you dream of?” 

◆ Marie Kondo
The Joy of Tidying Up 
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Sharer notes from Nurturing Your Awareness of Your Authentic Self:  Clarity, Joy, and 
Freedom Through Letting Go:


